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Abst rac t - - In  a multidatabase system, global transactions are executed under the control of the 
global system, while local transactions are submitted to each local system being outside of the global 
control. Since the multidatabase ystem is not aware of the local transactions and the conflicts 
they may cause, it has difficulty in detecting such conflicts. In [1], the authors gave the following 
constraints: global transactions should be commit-deferred and local schedules rigorous to assure 
global serializability of the multidatabase ystem. In this paper, we define dynarnic-serializability 
and some classes of safe schedules which are recoverable from failure of transactions. Using them we 
give different, something weaker constraints, while global serializability of the multidatabase system 
is still achieved. 
Keywords--Multidatabase, Global and local schedules, Global and local transactions, Concur- 
rency control, Serializability, Dynamic serializability, Safe schedule, Rigorous schedule, Commit- 
deferment. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, new database applications have developed which often require information from 
several pre-existing local database systems (LDBS) allocated in various heterogeneous hardware 
and software environments. Manipulation of information located in a heterogeneous database 
requires an additional software layer on top of the existing database systems, which is called a 
multidatabase system (MDBS). 
The MDBS concept permits local transactions and global transactions to coexist, where global 
transactions are executed under the MDBS control, while local transactions are submitted to 
a single LDBS being outside of the MDBS control. To ensure global serializability, the multi- 
database system must deal with direct and indirect conflicts between global transactions. Direct 
conflicts involving only global transactions can easily be handled by a concurrency control mech- 
anism of the multidatabase system. Since the multidatabase system is not aware of the local 
transactions and the indirect conflicts they may cause, it has difficulty in detecting such indi- 
rect conflicts. In this case, the multidatabase system cannot determine whether a concurrent 
execution of arbitrary global and local transactions i global serializable (see [1]). 
In [1] the, authors howed the following: if the global transactions are commit-deferred and the 
local schedules are rigorous it assures global serializability of the multidatabase ystem. Rigorous 
schedules are generated by the strict two-phase locking protocol, where every transaction releases 
its locks only after it commits, and hence, the rigorousness decreases the performance of the 
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system. In this paper, we show several constraints on local schedules and global transactions 
which are weaker than the constraints above, global serializability of the multidatabase ystem 
is still guaranteed. 
First, from the definition of dynamic atomicity of [2], we give the concept of dynamic-serialio 
zable schedules which include rigorous schedules. By using dynamic-serializability we define a 
property P assuring lobal serializability of the multidatabase. Property P is the conjunction of 
two properties PI and P2 where P1 and P2 are strictly weaker than the global and local constraints 
in [1]. Furthermore, property P is optimal: there is no property P~ such that it is strictly weaker 
than/)2, but P1 and P~ still ensure the global serializability. If we equate the level of concurrency 
permitted by a property with the set of schedules atisfying the property, then P2 defines an 
upper bound on concurrency that can be allowed by local systems. Unfortunately, the class of 
dynamic serializable schedules is not prefix-closed, and hence, they cannot be scheduled in an 
online way. 
Second, by distinguishing between local transactions and subtransactions i  a local system and 
using the definition of safe schedules of [3], we define several classes of safe schedules which also 
contain rigorous chedules. We show that if commit-deferment is used for global transactions and 
if local schedules are in the safe schedule classes, then global serializability of the multidatabase 
is assured. Furthermore, the classes of safe schedules can be scheduled in an online way. 
Beside their major functions, our local constraints have other useful properties for recovery 
algorithms. Dynamicoserializable schedules avoid cascading rollback and safe schedules are secure 
in the following sense: an abortion of an active transaction does not lead to the abortion of any 
committed transaction. 
In Section 2, we present a model of concurrent execution of transactions in local systems and 
multidatabases. In Sections 3 and 4, we deal with dynamic-serializable schedules, afe schedules, 
and constraints assuring lobal serializability. Finally, in Section 5, we give a discussion of the 
constraints. 
2. THE MODEL 
In this section, we formally define concurrent execution of transactions in local systems and 
multidatabases (see [4,5]). 
The local database consists of a finite number of objects of abstract data types. Each object 
encapsulates its state and database operations. We denote the objects by letters x, y, z , . . . .  
In an object-oriented database, for example, an execution of a method of an object with a 
concrete input parameter can be seen as a database operation. Thus, a database operation on 
object x can be expressed by a tuple Ix, op, inp] with the following meaning: op is the operation 
on object x with input parameter inp. In some cases parameter inp can be omitted, we will 
denote it by a hyphen "-" at its position. We denote database operations by letters a, b, c , . . . .  
We suppose that database operations are atomic in the following sense: during the execution 
of an operation o other action is also performed concurrently. This assumption can be found 
in [6,7] and [8] as well. The semantics of the operations i exploited through their specification 
which will be defined below. 
In a multidatabase, local transactions, and global transactions coexist. A global transaction 
consists of several subtransactions. A subtransaction as well as a local transaction is executed at 
a single local system. Formally, it is a sequence of database operations. In this paper, instead of 
writing "t is a local transaction or subtransaction", weshortly write '2 is a (sub)transaction". 
If a (sub)transaction terminates normally, then it is called committed and ended by a commit 
operation; if it terminates abnormally, then it is called aborted. If it is neither committed, nor 
aborted yet, then it is called active. During scheduling (sub)transactions i  a local system, if a 
(sub)transaction t must abort, then the local scheduler finds all the (sub)transactions which used 
"dirty data", aborts them and recoveries the system. Hence, before an abortion appears, there 
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are only active and committed (sub)transactions in the local schedule. Because of this we study 
only concurrent executions of active and committed (sub)transactions. 
The concurrent execution of (sub)transactions in a local system is formalized by a local sched- 
ule. A local schedule u of set of (sub)transactions {t l , . . .  , in} is an interleaving sequence of 
operations originated from the (sub)transactions such that for every i, the restrictions ult ~ = ti ,  
where the restriction ult ~ is the subsequence of u after removing the operations not belonging 
to t~. 
The local schedule u of (sub)transactions {t l , . . . ,  tn} is serial if, for any (sub)transactions ti, tj 
(i # j) ,  either all database operations of ti precede all database operations of tj, or vice versa. 
The concurrent execution of global and local transactions in a multidatabase is defined in 
Section 2.3. 
2.1. Ser ia l izable Local  Schedules 
First, following [9], we define the specification of a database operation. Let a be a database 
operation on object x. Its specification is the tuple (Q,R, tra,rv,)  where Q is the state set of 
object x, R is the set of return values of the operation, tr,  and rva are state transition and return 
value mappings: tr,  : Q --* Q, rva : Q ~ R. 
Let a l , . . . ,  an be database operations on the same object x, where the specification of oper- 
ation ai is (Q, R i , t ra, , rv~),  (i = 1 , . . . ,n ) .  We say that sequence al . . .an is defined at s e Q 
if mappings t ra l , rVa l  are defined at s and for each i = 2, . . .  ,n, mappings tra~,rva~ are defined 
at the state try,_,( . . .  ( tral(s)) . . . ) .  In that case, we denote tra.(tr~._, . . .  ( t r , , ( s ) ) . . . )  with 
tral...a,,(s). 
Let a i l . . ,  ai, be a permutation of al . . .  an. We write al ... an )'- ail . . .  ai, if and only if for 
every state s of x where sequence a l . . .  an is defined, a~ ...  ai, is also defined and the following 
two conditions hold: 
(:) tra, . .o.(s) = tr°,,...a,,,(s), 
(2) if aj = a,k, then rv,# (tra,...,j_~ (s)) = rVa,, (traq...a,~_~ (s)). 
Let a, b be database operations. We say that b is left-commutable with a if and only if either 
they are operations on different objects, or they are operations on the same object and ab >- ba. 
Otherwise, we say that b left-conflicts with a. 
Let u be a local schedule of (sub)transactions {t l , . . . , tn} .  The local conflict-serialization 
graph of schedule u is G(u) = (T,A),  where T = {t l , . . .  ,tn}, (ti,t j) E A if and only if there is 
an operation a of ti and an operation b of t j, such that b left-conflicts with a and a precedes b in 
schedule u. 
We now give the correctness criteria of local schedules. 
DEFINITION 1. Let u be a local schedule of set T = {tl, . . . ,tn} of (sub)transactions. Let u' be 
a local schedule of the same set T. We write u ~ u' if and only ff for every object x of the local 
database, we have ulz >- u~. We say that u is local serializable ff and only ff there is a serial 
local schedule u~ of the same set T such that u ~ us. 
Let L be a linear order on set T and G(u) = ( T, A) be its local conflict-serialization graph. We 
say that u is local conftict-serializable in L f fand only ff A c_ L and u is local conflict-serializable, 
ff and only ff there is a linear order on T such that u is conflict-serializable in that order. 
We state the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let u be a local schedule of set T = {t l , . . . ,  tn} of (sub)transactions, G(u) = 
(T, A) be its local conflict-serialization graph, L be a linear order on set T, and us be the serial 
local schedule in the order L. If  u is local conflict-serializable in L (A C L), then u ~ u~. 
PROOF. Prom the definition of the left-commutability relation, we note that: if a,/~ are sequences 
of database operations and a, b are two operations uch that b is left-commutable with a, then 
for every object x, (aab~)l~ >- (aba~)lz. We now prove the proposition. 
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Without loss of generality, we can assume that in order L, u8 = t l t2 . . ,  in. We must show that 
u H t l t2 . . . tn .  
Let a be the first operation of Q, we now consider its position in u. Suppose that u -- ulbau2. 
Since a is the first operation of tl, b must be an operation of some different (sub)transaction t~, 
(ti # tl). Since A _C L, (t i ,t l) ¢ A. By the definition of graph G(u), a must be left-commutable 
with b. By the above notice, for every object x, we have ujz = (UlbaU2)jx >- (ulabu2)lx. By the 
definition of ~-*, we have u = UlbaU2 ~-+ UlabU2. 
We now consider again the position of operation a in ulabu2. By the same deduction, we can 
move the operation a to the left. Since relation ~-+ is transitive, we finally have u = ulbau2 ~-+ 
ulabU2 ~-+ ...  ~ aulbU2. 
For the second operation in us = t i t2 . . ,  tn, we consider the operation in sequence aUlbU2. 
Similarly, we move this operation to the second position. Considering consecutively from left to 
right every operation in us -- t i t2 . . ,  tn, at last we can conclude that u ~-, t i t2 . . ,  tn. II 
2.2. Secure  Local  Schedules 
Let u be a local schedule of set T = {t l , . . . ,  tn} of (sub)transactions. Given a (sub)transaction 
ti E T, if we delete all the operations of ti from schedule u, the remaining sequence, which is a 
local schedule of set T \ {ti}, is denoted by u/{ti}. 
Given (sub)transactions ti and tj of T, we say that the abortion of t~ does not lead to the abor- 
tion of tj if and only if for any initial state of the database, the return values of the corresponding 
operations of transaction tj in both schedules u and u/{t i} are the same. 
DEFINITION 2. Let u be a local schedule o{ set T = {t l , . . .  ,tn} of (sub)transactions. We say 
that schedule u is secure if and only if abortion of any active (sub)transaction i  T does not lead 
to the abortion of any committed (sub)transaction i  T. 
Schedule u avoids cascading rollback if and only if abortion of any active (sub)transaction i  T 
does not lead to the abortion of any (sub)transaction i  T. 
We now present sufficient conditions to recognize conflict-serializable schedules which are secure 
and avoid cascading rollback. 
LEMMA 1. Let u be a local conflict-serializable schedule of set T = { t l , . . . ,  tn} of (sub)transac- 
tions and G(u) = (T, A) be its local conflict-serialization graph. 
(1) I f  for every active (sub)transaction ti and every committed (sub)transaction tj o[ T, 
(ti, tj) ~ A, then schedule u is secure. 
(2) I[ for every active (sub)transaction ti and every (sub)transaction t I ofT,  (t~,tj) ~ A, then 
schedule u avoids cascading rollback. 
PROOF. We will prove (1), the proof of (2) is similar. Suppose that an active (sub)transaction 
tp E T aborts. Since the local schedule u is local conflict-serializable, there exists a linear 
order L1 on T such that A C_ L1. Suppose that tq is the first of the committed (sub)transactions 
standing after tp in the order L1. For example, in the order L1, we have: . . .  tptp+l . . .  tp+~tq..., 
where ti, (i = p,p + 1 , . . . ,p  + k) is active transaction. By the hypothesis, (ti,tq) ~ A, (i = 
p,p + 1,. . .  ,p + k). Let us see the linear order L2 : . . .  tqtptp+l.., tp+k, where the positions of all 
the (sub)transactions, except q, are similar as in L1, tq now immediately precedes tp. Clearly, 
A C_ L2. By the same way for every committed transaction standing after tp, we show a linear 
order L on T such that A C_ L and no committed (sub)transaction stands after tp in that order. 
Let u8 = us~ tpUs2 be the serial local schedule of set T in the linear order L. Since A C_ L and 
by Proposition 1, we have u ~-~ ua~tpua2. 
Let G(u/{tp}) = (T \ {tp}, A') be the local conflict-serialization graph of the local schedule 
u/{tp}. Let L ~ be the linear order corresponding to u~u~.  Clearly, A ~ C_ L ~, and therefore 
, ->  
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Given any committed (sub)transaction tj E T, clearly, in the serial schedule u,ltnu,2, (sub)- 
transaction tj must be in usl. Therefore, for any initial state of the database, the return values 
of the corresponding operations of the committed (sub)transaction tj in both schedules u81tpu,2 
and u81u,2 are identical. On the other hand, since u ~-~ usltpus2 and since u/{tp} ~-* us~u82, 
the return values of the corresponding operations of the committed (sub)transaction tj in both 
schedules u and u/{tp} are also identical. From these we conclude that u is a secure schedule. | 
2.3. Global  Schedules 
Suppose that multidatabase DB consists of local databases DB1,. . . ,  DBm. Let T be a set of 
global and local transactions concurrently executing in DB. For each i, (i = 1, . . . ,  m), Ti is the 
set of the (sub)transactions concurrently executing at local database DBi and ui is local schedule 
of set Ti. The concurrent execution of set T of global and local transactions i  formalized by the 
global schedule U = {ul , . . . ,  urn) (see [10,11]). 
We define the projection mappings hi, (i -- 1,. . .  ,m) from T to T/as follows: hi(t) = t if t is 
local transaction of ui and hi (t) = t ~ if t is global transaction and t ~ is the subtransaction f t in 
local schedule ui. We denote the inverse of hi by h~-1. 
Given a linear order L on T, restriction LIT ~ of T on Ti, (i = 1, . . . ,  m) is the linear order on Ti 
such that: (tl,t2) e LIT ~ if and only if (hi' l(tl), hi-l(t2)) • L. 
Let G(ui) = (Ti, Ai), (i = 1,. . . ,  m) be the local conflict-serialization graphs of the local 
schedules ui. Global conflict-serialization graph G(U) of U is defined as follows: G(U) = (T, A), 
where (tl, t2) • A if and only if there is an index i such that (hi(t1), hi(t2)) • Ai. 
DEFINITION 3. Let U be a global schedule of set T of global and local transactions, G(U) = (T, A) 
be its global conflict-serialization graph and L be a linear order on T. We say that U is global 
conflict-serializable in L if and only if A c_ L. We say that U is global conflict-serializable if and 
only if there exists a linear order on T such that U is global conflict-serializable in that order. 
We state the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. With the above notations, we have A C_ L if and only if Ai C_ LIT ` for every i, 
(i = 1 , . . . ,m) .  
PROOF. (If) Suppose that for every i, (i = 1 , . . . ,m) ,  Ai C_ LIT ~. Let us see a given pair 
(tl,t2) • A, there is an index i such that (hi(tl),hi(t2)) • Ai. Since Ai C_ LIT~, we have 
(tl, t2) = (h:(l(hi(tl)), hyzl(hi(t2))) E L and A C_ L. 
(Only if) Suppose that A C L. Given an index i and a pair (tl, t2) e A~, then (h~-l(tl), h~-l(t2)) 
E A C_ L. Therefore, (tl,t2) E LIT ~ and A~ C LIT ~. | 
3. DYNAMIC-SERIAL IZABIL ITY  AND 
GLOBAL CONFL ICT  SERIAL IZABIL ITY  
First, we present a subclass of local, conflict-serializable schedules which is called the class of 
dynamic-serializable schedules. Next, we show a constraint, where dynamic-serializable schedules 
play an important role in assuring lobal conflict-serializability in multidatabases. 
3.1. Dynamic  Serlal lzable Schedules 
Our dynamic-serializability concept is originated from the dynamic atomicity idea of [2]. How- 
ever, these two concepts axe substantially different. 
Let u be a local schedule of set T = {t l , . . . ,  tn) of (sub)transactions. The local precedence 
relation of u on T is defined as follows: (ti,tj) • LPreu if and only if the commiti of ti precedes 
some operation aj of tj in the local schedule u. Clearly, LPreu is a partial order on T. 
DEFINITION 4. Let u be a local schedule of set T of (sub)transactions, G(u) = (T, A) be the 
local conflict-serialization graph and LPreu be the local precedence relation of that schedule. 
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The local schedule u is dynamic-serializable if and only if for every linear order L on T such that 
LPre~ c_ L, then u is local conflict-serializable is order L (i.e., A C_ L). 
The following lemma shows an important characteristic of dynamic-serializable schedules. 
LEMMA 3. Local schedule u is dynamic-serializable if and only i rA C_ LPre~. 
PROOF. We denote the set of all linear orders L on T such that LPre~ C_ L by A and the 
intersection of all these linear orders by NA. By Definition 4, it is obvious that u is dynamic 
serializable if and only if A C_ NA. To prove the lemma, we must show that NA = LPreu. 
Since LPreu C_ L (VL, L E A), LPr% _C hA. We prove AA C_ LPre~ indirectly. Sup- 
pose that there exists a pair (tp,tq) E NA, but (tv,tq) ~ LPreu. Let L1 be a linear order 
in A. Since (tp, tq) e NA and (tp, tq) ~ LPr%, we can choose the first (sub)transaction be- 
tween tp and tq in L1, say it is tk, such that (tp, tk) ~ LPreu. We can express L1 in the form: 
... tptp+l.., tp+jtk.. . ,  where (tp, ti) E LPreu (i = p + 1,.. .  ,p + j), but (tp, tk) q~ LPre~. 
Clearly, for every ti, (i = p , . . . ,  p+j), (ti, tk) ~ LPreu (if not, then there is a (sub)transaction ti 
such that (ti,tk) E LPreu, and since (tp, ti) E LPreu, it leads to a contradiction: (tp, tk) E 
LPre~). Let us see the linear order L2 : ... tktvtp+l •. • tp+j . . . ,  where the positions of all the 
(sub)transactions are similar as in L1, except k, it now immediately precedes tp. Clearly, LPreu _C 
L2 (i.e., L2 E A). Following this method, finally, we get a linear order L in A such that tq 
precedes tp in the order L. 
Since (tp, tg) E NA, it is also in L (by L E A). On the other hand, (tq, tp) is in L as well, it 
contradicts the property of linear orders. We conclude that AA C_ LPre~. | 
It is well known that rigorous chedules avoid cascading rollback. The following theorem shows 
that dynamic-serializable schedules also have this useful property. Furthermore, in Section 3.3, 
we prove that the class of dynamic-serializable schedules properly contains rigorous chedules. 
THEOREM 1. Let u be a dynamic-serializable schedule of set T = {t 1,...  tn } of (sub)transactions. 
Then the following two statements hold. 
(1) The local schedule u avoids cascading rollback. 
(2) For every active (sub)transaction tp of T, the local schedule u/{tp} is also dynamic- 
serializable. 
PROOF. Let u be a local schedule of set T of (sub)transactions, G(u) = (T, A) be the local 
conflict-serialization graph, and LPreu be the local precedence r lation of u on T. 
(1) We use Lemma 1 to prove that u avoids cascading rollback. In other words, we will show 
that for every active (sub)transaction ti and every (sub)transaction tj of T, (ti,tj) ¢ A. Let us 
suppose the opposite, then there exists an active (sub)transaction ti and a (sub)transaction tj of 
T such that (ti, tj) e A. Since u is dynamic-serializable, by Lemma 3, (ti, tj) e LPre~. Therefore, 
tl commits in u, which contradicts with the hypothesis that ti is active. 
(2) Let u' = u/{tp}, G(u') = (T\{tp}, A') be the local conflict-serialization graph of schedule u~ 
and LPreu, be the local precedence r lation of u ~ on T \ {tn}. We will prove that A ~ _C LPreu,. 
By Lemma 3 it follows that schedule u' = u/{tp} is dynamie-serializable. 
Given (sub)transactions ti,t j  ofT \  {tp}, suppose (t~,tj) ~ A', then (ti, tj) e A' C A C LPreu. 
Because t~ ~t t~ and tj ~ t~, clearly, (t~, t~) ~ LPre~,. | 
3.2. Dynamlc-SeriallzabiUty and the First Constraint 
Now, we present a property P, formulated on local schedules and global transactions, which 
assures global conflict-serializability. In particular, we prove that property P is optimal in some 
~en~e. 
Let U = {Ul,...,u,n} be a global schedule of set T of local and global transactions, L be 
a linear order on T, and G(U) = (T, A) be the global conflict-serialization graph of U. For 
each i, (i = 1,... ,m), ui is a local schedule of set Ti of (sub)transactions, LPre~ is the local 
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precedence relation of ui on T~, G(ui) -- (Ti, As) is the local conflict-serialization graph of u~, hi 
is the projection mapping from T to Ti and LIT ~ is the restriction of T on Ti. 
We define the global precedence relation of U on T as follows: (tl,t2) E GPre if and only if 
there is an index i such that (hi(t1), hi(t2)) E LPreu,. We note that GPre is not always a partial 
order on T. 
DEFINITION 5. The property P imposed on the g10bal schedule U is the conjunction of two 
properties P1 and P2 : 
(P1) GPre is a partial order on T, 
(P2) the 10cal schedules ui , ( i = 1, . . . ,  m) are dynamic-serializab le. 
Property P1 is a constraint on the communication between the subtransactions of a global 
transaction, while property P2 is a restriction on the local schedules. 
THEOREM 2. For a global schedule U, ff property P = P1 and P2 is satisfied then U is global 
conflict-serializable. 
PROOF. Since P1 is satisfied, GPre is a partial order on T, so we can choose a linear order L on T 
such that GPre C_ L. Let us take an index i and a pair (tl,t2) E LPreu~, then (h~-l(tl), h~-l(t2)) E 
GPre C_ L. It means that (tl,t2) E LIT ~, i.e., LPre~ C_ LIT ~. Since P2 is satisfied by Lemma 3, 
we have As C_ LPreu~. 
It follows that As C_ LIT~, (i = 1,. . .  ,m), and by Lemma 2, we have A C_ L. This means that U 
is global confiict-serializable in the linear order L. | 
We say that property R is weaker than property Q, if Q implies R. The optimality of the 
above defined property P is asserted by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let P~ be a property on the local schedules such that it is strictly weaker than P2. 
Then, there exists a global schedule U such that it satisfies P1 and P~ but U is not global 
comqict-serializable. 
PROOF. We will show a global schedule U = {ul, u2 } of set T = {tb . . . ,  tn } of global transactions 
such that P1 and P~ is satisfied, P1 and P2 is not satisfied and U is not global conflict-serializable. 
Each global transaction ti, (i = 1, . . . ,  n) consists of subtransactions t~ and t7 at local databases 
DBI and DB2, respectively. 
Since P~ is strictly weaker than P2, we can choose the local schedule ul of subtransactions T1 = 
( t~, . . . ,  t~} at local database DB1, such that ul satisfies P~ but it is not dynamic-serializable. 
Specifically, there is a linear order L1 on T1, such that LPre~ 1 c_ L1, but ul is not local conflict- 
serializable in L1. Without loss of generality, we can suppose that the subtransactions of T1 in 
! ! I the order L1 is t i t2 . . ,  t n. 
Let us suppose that in the local database DB2 there is a database operation inc on an object x 
with the following specification: (J~f,.hf, trinc, rVinc), where Af is the set of positive integers; for 
every s E Af, trine(S) = rVinc(S) = s + 1. We note that, two inc operations always left-conflict 
with each other because their return values depend on the execution order. 
Let u2 = inclcommitlinc2commit2.., incncommitn be a local serial schedule of set T2 = 
{t~ t , . . . , t~} at DB2, where t~' = inc~commit~ (i = 1, . . . ,n) .  The linear order t l t2 . . . t  ~ " " " on 
T2 is denoted by L2. 
We denote the linear order t i t2 . . ,  t,~ on T by L. Since LPreul C_ LI and since LPreu 2 = L2, it 
is easy to see that GPre = L. Thus, GPre is a partial order on T and so P1 is satisfied. 
Since two inc operations always left-conflict with each other, the local conflict-serialization 
I t  t l  graph of u2 is G(u2) = (T2,A2), where the arc set A2 -- {(t i , t j )  [ i <= j )  -- L2 = LPreu2. By 
Lemma 3, u2 is dynamic-serializable. Since property P~ is weaker than property P2, thus for the 
global schedule U, P~ is satisfied. 
Clearly, L1 = L[T~ and L2 = LIT2. Since A2 = L2 = LIT 2, the local schedule u2 is local conflict- 
serializable only in linear order LIT 2. Therefore, by Lemma 2, if U is global confiict-serializable, 
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then it can only be global conflict-serializable in L. However, ul is not local conflict-serializable 
in L1 = LIT 1 • From this we get that U is not global conflict-serializable. | 
3.3. Commit -Deferment  and Rigorous Schedules 
In this section, we will compare constraint P -- P1 and P2 with the requirement in [1]: commit- 
deferment protocol for global transactions and rigorousness for local schedules. 
DEFINITION 6. A local schedule u of set T of (sub)transactions is rigorous ff for any pair of 
(sub)transactions tp, tq of T, whenever a database operation a of tp precedes a database opera- 
tion b of tq in schedule u and b left-conflicts with a, then commit of tp must precede the database 
operation b. 
Rigorous schedules are generated by the strict two-phase locking protocol. We denote the class 
of the dynamic-serializable schedules by DSER and that of the rigorous chedules by RSER. We 
state the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. We have RSER C DSER. 
PROOF. Let u be a rigorous chedule of set T of (sub)transactions, LPreu be the local precedence 
relation on T, and G(u) = (T, A) be the local conflict-serialization graph of schedule u. Given 
a pair (tp, tq) E A, then there must exist a database operation a of tp preceding a database 
operation b of tq in schedule u and b left-conflicts with a. Since schedule u is rigorous, the 
commit of tp must precede b, hence (tp, tq) E LPr%. Thus A C_ LPreu. By Lemma 3, schedule u
is dynamic-serializable. We conclude RSER C_ DSER. 
In order to prove RSER C DSER, we show a schedule u such that u E DSER but u ~ RSER. 
Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 3, let incx and incy be operations on object x and y, respec- 
tively. Specification of incx is (Af, Af, trincx, rVincx) and that of incy is (Af, A f, trincy, rVincy). For 
every s E fl/', tr incx(S) -~- rVincx(S) ---- s+l ,  and tr incy(S) ---~ rVincy(S) = 8-t-1. Let u be the following 
local schedule of (sub)transactions {tl, t2}: u -- incxl incx2 incyl commitl incy2 commits, where 
operations with index i belong to (sub)transaction ti, i = 1, 2. Clearly, u ~ RSER. On the other 
hand, the arc set A of the local conflict-serialization graph of u is A = {(tl, t2)} and the local 
precedence relation of u on {tl, t2} is LPreu -- {(tl, t2)}. Therefore, A = LPreu. By Lemma 3, 
u E DSER. | 
DEFINITION 7. A global transaction t is said to be commit-deferred if its commit is submitted 
by the scheduler of the multidatabase ystem to the various local database systems at which t is 
executed, only after all the operations of t have been sent and executed at the appropriate local 
systems. 
We observe that the commit-deferment can be made valid in any multidatabase ystem which 
uses some distributed commit protocol (for example, the two-phase commit protocol) for commit 
operation of global transactions. We state the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Let U = {u l , . . . ,  urn} be a global schedule of set T of global and local transactions, 
where for each i, (i = 1,. . .  ,m) ui is a local schedule of set Ti of (sub)transactions. I f  all the 
global transactions of set T axe commit-deferred, then globa] precedence r lation GPre of U is a 
partial order on T. 
PROOF. Let us suppose on the contrary that GPre has a cycle. Since the local precedence 
relations LPreu, (i = 1 , . . . ,m)  are partial orders, the cycle must involve at least two global 
transactions. Let k be the number of global transactions in the cycle. Without loss of ge- 
nerality, we can assume that the cycle is in the form: t l . . .  t2 . . . t s . . ,  tk . . . t l ,  where each h, 
(i = 1, . . . ,  k) is a global transaction and for the global path t~... ti+l in the cycle there is a local 
path hi(t i ) . . ,  hi(ti+l) in LPreu, (hi is the projection from T to Ti). Hence, in local schedule ul, 
when tl is committed t2 is still active; in u~, when t2 is committed t3 is still active; . . .  ; in uk, 
when tk is committed tl is still active. This means that in schedule ul, tl was submitted commit 
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by the scheduler of the multidatabase ystem, while at Uk tl has not yet been completed. This 
means a contradiction with the commit-deferment of the global transactions. | 
We summarize Lemmas 4 and 5 in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let U be a global schedule such that its locai schedules are rigorous and its global 
transactions are commit-deferred. Then, U satisfies property P1 and P2. 
Let C be a class of local schedules. We say that C is prefix-closed, if for every u in C, every 
prefix of u is also in C. Clearly, if C is not prefix-closed, then C cannot be scheduled in an 
online way. Unfortunately, the class of dynamic-serializable schedules is not prefix-closed, hence 
no online scheduler allows all schedules of the class. To show this, we see again the schedule u in 
the proof of Lemma 4. Schedule u E DSER, but its prefix inc xl inc x2 ~ DSER. 
4. SAFE SCHEDULES AND GLOBAL CONFL ICT-  
SER IAL IZABIL ITY  
In this section, we define several subclasses of conflict-serializable local schedules which are 
secure, can be scheduled in an online way and contain rigorous chedules. Furthermore, together 
with the requirement of commit-deferment for the global transactions, they also assure global 
conflict-serializability. The cost we must pay for it is that these schedules do not avoid cascading 
rollback. 
4.1. Safe Schedules  
DEFINITION 8. (Cited from [3].) Let u be a local conflict-serializable schedule of set T = 
{t l , . . . ,  tn} of (sub)transactions, G(u) = (T,A) be its local confiict-serialization graph. We 
say that u is safe if for any pair of (sub)transactions tp, tq o fT ,  whenever (tp,tq) E A and tq 
commits in u, then tp also commits in u and the commit operation of tp must precede the commit 
of tq in u. 
LEMMA 6. Safe schedules are secure in the sense of Definition 2. 
PROOF. Let u be a safe schedule, tp be an active (sub)transaction and tq be a committed 
(sub)transaction. We will prove that (tp, tq) ~ A. Let us suppose on the contrary that (tp, tq) E A. 
By the definition of safe schedules, the commit operation of tq must follow the commit operation 
of t n. It leads to a contradiction with the fact that t v is active. By Lemma 1, we conclude that 
u is secure. | 
We denote the class of dynamic-serializable schedules by DSER and the class of safe schedules 
by SAFE. The following lemma shows the relationship between them. 
LEMMA 7. We have DSER C SAFE. 
PROOF. Given a schedule u E DSER. We consider a pair (tp,tq), where (tp, tq) E A and tq 
commits in u. Since A C_ LPre~ (by Lemma 3), (tp, tq) E LPreu. This means that t n also 
commits in u and the commit operation of tp precedes ome database operation of tq, and of 
course, it also precedes the commit operation of tq, i.e., u E SAFE. 
With the database operation inc, which we used in the proof of Theorem 3, schedule u = 
inc xl inc x2 of (sub)transactions {tl, t2} is safe, but not dynamic-serializable. | 
The class of safe schedules i prefix-closed, hence, we hope that the schedules can be scheduled 
in an online way. The following simple scheduler generates safe schedules. (Sub)transaction t, 
which wants to perform database operation a must request lock(a) from the scheduler. If the 
request is accepted then (sub)transaction t performs the operation, otherwise it must wait. After 
performing the operation it will release the lock by unlock(a). When transaction t completes 
its task, it will request a commit. If this commitment does not violate the safety of the current 
schedule, then the scheduler permits t and all (sub)transactions which succeed t in the local 
conflict-serialization graph of the current schedule and have requested a commit to commit. 
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We assume that locks and unlocks of any (sub)transaction bey the t~vo-phase locking protocol 
but they do not need to obey the strict two-phase locking protocol. 
The data structures used by the scheduler are the following. 
- For each operation a, the scheduler maintains current-lock(a), the set of (sub)transactions 
that have locked, but have not unlocked operation a. 
- old-lock(a) is the set of (sub)transactions which locked, computed and have unlocked 
operation a, but have not requested to commit or requested to commit but have not yet 
been permitted to commit by the scheduler. 
- commit-wait sthe set of (sub)transactions which have requested to commit and are waiting 
to commit. 
- The local conflict-serialization graph G of the schedule of (sub)transactions that are active 
or waiting to commit. 
When a new (sub)transaction t begins node t is inserted into G as active (sub)transaction. 
When t requests lock(a), if for every operation aJ, such that a left conflicts with a J and current- 
lock(a ~) = 0, then the request is accepted. For each such operation a~, if (sub)transaction t ~ is in 
old-lock(a~), then arc (t ~, t) is inserted into G. When t requests to commit, t is inserted into the 
commit-wait set and the scheduler commits the (sub)transactions i  the set in such order that 
the safety be maintained. 
When the scheduler gets the request lock(a) from (sub)transaction t procedure lock(a, t) is called. 
procedure lock(a, t) 
begin 
if 3 database operation a ~ such that a left conflicts with a I 
and current-lock(a l) ~ 0 then 
re turn( re jec t )  
else begin 
current-lock(a) := current-lock(a) (J {t}; 
for every operation a ~ such that a left conflicts with a ~ do 
for every t ~ E old-lock(a ~) do  insert the arc (t I, t) into G; 
return(accept) 
end 
end; 
When the scheduler gets unlock(a) from (sub)transaction t, the following procedure is performed. 
procedure unlock(a, t) 
begin current-lock(a):= current-lock(a) \ {t}; 
old-lock(a) := old-lock(a) U {t} 
end; 
When the scheduler gets commit from (sub)transaction t, the following procedure is performed. 
procedure commit(t) 
begin 
t is inserted to commit-wait; 
while 3t ~ E commit-wait  and  there are no (t ~, t ~) in G do 
begin 
t ~ commits;  
commit-wait  : = commit-wait  \ {t ~ }; 
for  every operation a do old-lock(a) := old-lock(a) \ {t'}; 
remove t: and the involving arcs from G; 
end; 
end; 
4.2. Safe Schedules  and the Second Const ra int  
In a local system, local transactions and subtransactions of global transactions are concurrently 
executed. Given a local schedule u of set T of (sub)transactions, we can express T as the union 
of two sets T = T1 t3 Tg, where T1 is the set of the local transactions and Tg is the set of the 
subtransactions in local schedule u. We define two types of safe local schedules as follows. 
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DEFINITION 9. A local schedule u of set T = T1UTg is type one safe if u is safe and for every pair 
t, tg (t E T and tg E Tg), whenever a database operation a of t precedes a database operation b 
of tg in schedule u and b left-conflicts with a, then commit of t must precede the database 
operation b. 
DEFINITION 10. A local schedule u of set T = TI U Tg is type two safe if u is safe and for 
every pair tg,t (tg E Tg and t E T), whenever a database operation a of tg precedes a database 
operation b of t in schedule u and b left-conflicts with a, then commit of tg must precede the 
database operation b. 
We denote the class of safe schedules by SAFE, type one safe schedules by SAFE1, type two 
safe schedules by SAFE2, and rigorous schedules by RSER. Clearly, RSER C SAFE1 C SAFE 
and RSER C SAFE2 C SAFE. We now state the following theorem (remember that the class of 
dynamic-serializable schedules i denoted by DSER and DSER C SAFE). 
THEOREM 5. Let U = {Ul, . . . ,  urn} be a global schedule. If commit-deferment is applied to all 
global transactions and if, at most, one of the local schedules i  in SAFE and all the other local 
schedules are in SAFE1, SAFE2, or DSER, then U is global conflict-serializable. 
PROOF. Let U = {ut, . . .  ,urn} be a global schedule of set T of global and local transactions. 
For each i, (i = 1 , . . . ,  m) ui is a local schedule of set Ti of (sub)transactions, G(ui) --- (Ti, Ai) 
are the local conflict-serialization graph of ui, hi is the projection mapping from T to Ti. Let 
G(U) = (T, A) be the global conflict-serialization graph of U. 
Let us suppose on the contrary that in G(U) there is a cycle. Since the local conflict-serialization 
graphs are acyclic, the cycle must involve at least two global transactions. Let k be the number 
of the global transactions in the cycle. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the cycle 
is in the form: t l . . . t2 . . . t3 . . . tk . . . t l ,  where each ti is a global transaction (i = 1 . . . .  ,k) and 
for the global path t i . . .  ti+l in the cycle there is a local path hi(t i ) , . . . ,  hi(ti+l) in G(ui). 
Since k _> 2 in the k local schedules involved in the cycle, there is at least one local schedule 
which is in SAFEI, SAFE2, or DSER. We suppose that this schedule is Ul and the above local 
path in G(Ul) is in the form: hl(tl)hl(t~l),. . . ,  hl(t~)hl(t2). 
Let us see the first case when ut is in SAFE1. Since hi(t2) is a subtransaction, bythe definition 
of local schedules in SAFE1, hl(tp) must commit in Ul. Since the schedules of SAFE1 are also in 
SAFE, (sub)transactions hi (tp_ 1), . . . ,  hl(t~), hi (tl) also commit in Ul. The commit-deferment 
is applied to the global transactions, o subtransaction hk(tl) also commits in uk. Since every 
local schedule is also safe, similarly, every (sub)transaction in the local paths must commit. 
In the second case, ul is in SAFE2. Since hi(t1) is a subtransaction, by the definition of local 
schedules in SAFE2, hi(t1) must commit in Ul. Since the commit-deferment is applied to the 
global transactions, ubtransaction hk(tl) also commits in uk. Since every local schedule is also 
safe, similarly, every (sub)transaction in the local paths must commit. 
In the third case, Ul is in DSER. By Lemma 3, (sub)transactions hi (tl), hi (t~),. . . ,  hl(t~) must 
commit in Ul. Since the commit-deferment is applied to the global transactions, ubtransaction 
hk (t l) also commits in Uk. Since every local schedule is also safe, similarly, every (sub)transaction 
in the local paths must commit. 
Since all the local schedules are also in SAFE, we conclude the following: at ul, global trans- 
action tl commits before global transaction t2: at u2, global transaction t2 commits before global 
transaction t3, . . . ,  finally, at uk, global transaction tk commits before global transaction tl. 
Thus, at Ul global transaction tl has already committed, while at uk it has not been permitted 
to commit. This contradicts the commit-deferment of he global transactions. | 
5. D ISCUSSION 
Up till now, we considered the constraints on local schedules and global transactions to assure 
global conflict-serializability n multidatabases. We now analyse the relationship between the 
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local and global requirements. We repeat hat property R is weaker than property Q (or Q is 
stronger than R), if Q implies R. The following two cases seem to justify the statement: if we 
make the global constraint stronger, then we can make the local constraint weaker while global 
conflict-serializability is still guaranteed. 
CASE 1. Let u be a local schedule of set T of (sub)transactions and G(u) = (T, A) be its local 
conflict-serialization graph. We define the local precedence* relation of schedule u on T as follows: 
(t, t') 6 LPre: if in the local schedule u, either the commit of t precedes some database operation 
a of t', or the commit of t precedes the commit of t'. From the definition of LPre~, clearly, 
LPreu C_ LPre:. 
The local schedule u is called dynamic*-serializable if for every linear order L on T such that 
LPre: C_ L, then A C_ L. 
Lemma 3 and Theorem I, stated for dynamic-serializable schedules, are also true for dynamic*- 
serializable schedules. 
Let U = {Ul,... ,urn} be a global schedule of set T of global and local transactions. For 
every i (i = 1,. . .  ,m), ui is a local schedule of set Ti of (sub)transactions, LPre:, is the local 
precedence* relation of ui on Ti, hi is the projection mapping from T to Ti. We define the global 
precedence* relation of U on T as follows: (tl, t2) 6 GPre* if and only if there is an index i such 
r * that (hi(tl), hi(t2)) 6 LP e,,. 
The property P* = P{ and P{ is defined as follows. 
(P{) GPre* is a partial order on T. 
(P~) For every 4, i = 1, . . . ,  m, the local schedules u~ are dynamic*-serializable. 
Theorems 2 and 3, stated for property P = PI and P2, are also true for property P* = P~ and 
P{. This means that property P* assures global conflict-serializability and P{ is "optimal" if P{ 
is fixed. 
Since LPre~ C_ LPre:~, (i = I , . . . ,  m), P{ is stronger than PI. 
If we denote the class of dynamic-serializable schedules by DSER and that of the dynamic*- 
serializable schedules by DSER*, then we have the following assertion: DSER _C DSER*. It 
means that property P{ is weaker than P2. 
This result does not conflict with the optimality of P2, stated in Theorem 3, because in the 
theorem we "fixed" property PI. 
CASE 2. Let U = {ul , . . .  ,urn} be a global schedule of set T of global and local transactions, 
where ui (i = 1 , . . . ,m)  are local schedules of (sub)transactions. The property P** = P{* and 
P{* is defined as follows. 
(P{*) The global transactions of set T are commit-deferred. 
(P{*) At most, one of the local schedules is in SAFE and all the other local schedules are in 
DSER*, SAFEI, or SAFE2. 
Repeating the proof of Theorem 5, we can prove that if global schedule U satisfies property 
P** = P~* and P~*, then U is global conflict-serializable. In this proof, we must use the assertion 
DSER* C SAFE, which is similar to Lemma 7 for DSER. 
Repeating the Proof of Lemma 5, we can prove that property P~* is stronger than P~ (prop- 
arty P~' is stronger than P1). 
Since DSER* C SAFE, DSER* ¢ SAFEi, and SAFEi ¢ DSER* (i = 1, 2), property P~* is 
weaker than P~ (property P~ is weaker than Pu). 
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